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the term "rnetric sPace".

Let X = CIo,t be the set of all continuous real valued fu4ctions

on [0, 1], and let

d(/,g) = suP l/tr) e(r)l
'€[0'11

for 1,9 e X. Prove thai (X, d) iB a metric 6pace

Let (y, d) be a subspace of a metric space (X,d) Prove that

.4 gy is an ope; 8et in (Y, d) if and only if there exists an open

,"t? in 1X, a; 6uch that /4 : Y n G

Prove that every Cauchy sequence in a metric space is bounded
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2t Let Abe a subset ofa metric space (X,d). Defitre the following terms.

lnteriox point of,4,

Interior of -4,

Closure of A,

Prove that every point of an open ball is an interior poitrt.

Prove rhat, for any subset ,4 of a metric space i,s closrre i7) is

the 6malle6t closed $et containing .4.

(c) Let ,4 be a non empty subset of a metric space and let r > 0.

Prove that a € Z if and only il B(a, r) n A I Q fot every opetr

ball B(a, r), where Z denotes the closure of A.

(d) is it true that, arbitraxy intersectioir ofopen sets is open? Justify

your an6wer,

3 Define l,he fotlowing terms ir a melric space.

Separated sets,

Disconnected set,

(a) Prove that, a metric Bpace (X,d) is disconnected if and only if
there exists a non empty subset of X whicfi is both open and

closed.
$

(b).Provc thlt if two open sets A and B are separaled io a m.tric

spa.e then ,4 and B are disjoint sets.

(c) Prove that a metdc space (X,d) is disconnected if and only if it

can b€ written as the union of two nor-empty disjoint open sets.

(u)

(b)
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4. Define the term "compact set" in a metric space'

(a) Let,4 be a compact subset of a metdc space X aod let p € X \'4

Prove that lherc exists oper sets G and 1{ such that p € G' A q H

andGnIl---O.

(b) Prove that etery compact subset of a metric space is closed and

bounded.

(c) Prove that the continuous image of a compact set is compact

5 Let / be a real vaLued bounded function on lo,6] Explain what is

rn€art by the statement that "f is Riemann integrable over lo, b]" '

(a) Uirh the usual norations. prove rhat a bounr'cd luncrion / on

[a,b] is Riemann integrable if aud only if for given e > 0, there

exists a partition P of la, b] such that

u(P, J) - L(P, !) < e.

(b) Prove that, if J: is continuous on [o, b], then

i. I is R.iemann iniegrable over la, bl

ii. the function F : [a, D] -+ 1R defined by F(r)

i ,lifierentiable on [4, b] and F'(o) : /(r) V r
= l,' ttt o, *
e [o, D].



rb6 When js an integral / ,f(;) dr said ro be an impropcr inlegal oflheJ"
firsf kind, the second kitrd and the third kind?

What is meant by the statemert ,, an improper integral of the sec-

ond kind is co[vergent,, ?

Discuss rhe convergence oI lhe imprr fb dx

a and b arc real nr,mbers. 
)per Inlegral 

/" o=7 *n"t"

Test rhe convergence of t he foJlowing:

(a\ I :- d',
Jo t/x

r"\ [u ,Io'- a,,
Js (r-3)

k) [' -=-!!: d., .Jo ,,/r\/7 + 4x,2
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